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Abstract. Strategic transformation is the challenge that enterprise is facing today and enterprises should carry out deep reform in the turbulent environment both internally and externally. However, there is no monograph or books systematically talking about strategic transformation. This paper is going to analyze different reasons of strategic transformation nowadays and to prove that it is a tough problem that enterprises have to in terms of economic globalization, network informationization and industrial structure adjustment etc. In addition, it clears that strategic transformation can be deemed as profound reform relating all perspectives of enterprises; it also suggests that key models which will determine the result of transformation. These key factors can be divided into strategy, leadership, business process management, continuous improvement, etc., which can also be subdivided into sharing targets, transformation based on core competencies, appropriate transition time, strong leadership to launch a wide range of staff participation, new corporate culture shaping, key process of improvement, new strategic performance appraisal systems short-term results, and institutionalization etc.

Introduction

Strategic reform plays a pivotal role in making an enterprise stronger. Since late 1980s, the theory of strategic reform had been gradually formed in the business administration of Europe and the United States. So far, lots of researches studying on corporate strategy and its influencing factors have been carried out from different perspectives. After entering the 21st century, this theory has been developed a lot. However, researches are only focused on strategic reform mode and how to organize and lead, which do not reveal the problems by integrating the reform process and influential factors. So, the problem is that we are in shortage of practical guidance while a glittering array of managers cannot predict the complexity. As a result, it will definitely be out of control during the reform process. This paper is going to combine the reform process and influential factors to help enterprises recognize both the stimulus and barriers from the perspectives of theory and practice, which will be helpful. This is a new research field, and can be considered as an initial study based on limited contents and research skills.

Concept of Strategic Reform

Generally speaking, strategic reform is to help enterprises dynamically coordinate the internal environment and objective environment so as to make enterprises very competitive. Strategic reform theory appeared in the late 1980s in the business administration field of European countries and United States, which has been constantly innovated. However, there are few representative literatures clearing the concept of this theory and the definition of strategic reform is vague while there are even less definitions for enterprise strategic reform.

Strategic reform is a systematic system process to launch implement and constantly reform by combining organization elements based on the dynamic coordination principle among environment, strategy and organization, aiming to help enterprises obtain sustainable competence, which mainly observes the circumstances, predicts the future and comes up with supportive opinions according to both internal environment and external environment. Judging from this concept, we can see the unitized structural characteristics covering strategic reform targets, incentives, principles as well as the contents and process.
Main Influential Factors for Strategic Reform

In each phases of strategic reform process, there are relative influential factors. In the first stage, there are factors which stimulated the requirement of strategic reform; in the implementation stage, there are stimulus and barriers; in the feedback period, there are reflects etc. Enterprise strategic reform is not established based on groundless rumor but is carried out based on certain time. Different enterprises have their own strategic reform reasons and some are internal reasons while some are external causes, showing in fig. 1:
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**Figure 1. Main influential factors for strategic reform**

All enterprises exist in certain environments and the environment changes will inevitably make relevant changes on the organizational structure, which will further affect the strategies. For example, the industrial structure adjustment: the development of science and technology contributes to the reform of products and technological process and at the same time aggravates the changes and competition in both domestic market and international market. Environment is made up of diverse sub-environment with similar factors, including market sub-environment, economy sub-environment, politics sub-environment, technology sub-environment, industry sub-environment and international market sub-environment etc. The effect on organizational structure caused by environment mainly shows in the following three levels:

To begin with, the effect on job and department design. Organization is the sub-system of social economy and the social work distribution determines different duties for different departments. Hence, the job and departments setting will be different.

Secondly, effect on different departments. In different environments, different departments should contribute more or less efforts to finishing a task, which affects the targets realization.

Thirdly, effect on the overall characteristics of organizational structure: there are different requirements on organizational structure based on external environment stability. If the external environment is stable, the positive organizational structure will guarantee the normal operation of a corporate; or we have to design a flexible organizational structure so as to deal with the changing external environment.

Technology, especially the application of new technology such as internet technology has a tremendous influence on traditional enterprises:
Judging from a macro perspective, the economic system, scheme change, rapid development of internet all urge us to finish the change from planned economy to market economy. Therefore, there is only one way out for traditional enterprises when challenged by internet. That is to adjust the current management and operation system, introduce themselves to the internet economy and take advantage of multiplication effect of internet to be the winner of information economy era. Based on the information technology development, the service objectives can be expanded to various fields by catalyzing the industrial structure adjustment: information transferring internet, finance information internet, commerce information internet, technology information internet, government information trade, which can make the information service diversified. Therefore, we can conclude that the increase of information industry in GDP will contribute to the change of industrial structure. Through the internet, enterprises will be able to shorten the management process and decrease the management price by decreasing the cost and enhancing the competence.

**Strategic Reform Methods for Enterprises**

**Clear the reform target.** We have to confirm that we cannot carry out reform blindly. The strategic reform is suggested because the originally fixed strategy cannot be adapted to the new situation and environment and enterprises have to survive based on changes. For the strategic reform being implemented, the target should be firstly cleared.

**Have a positive understanding of barriers.** The strategic reform will inevitably bring about various barriers, which are subsidiaries of reform and no enterprise an avoid it. However, successful enterprises will be able to weaken the barriers and fully play the positive factors to finally realize the strategic reform.

Flexible organizational structure: the communication barriers, benefits barriers are all caused by organizational structures. Chinese enterprises should reduce the dominant control and power because only in this way, can we reduce the communication misunderstanding and help all employees to clear the target, meaning and implementation process of strategic reform. A healthy and excellent organization should be at least an organization that is able to maintain the internal balance. So-called balance is about the balance of the whole system, including the balance in terms of cultural systems, strategy, people, organization, system and culture etc.

**Innovate culture.** While facing inertial barriers, Chinese enterprises should take the initiative to introduce advanced cultural philosophy and cultivate learning enterprises. Only in this way, can we cultivate core philosophies including encouragement and passion for enterprises. To implement this series of philosophies, systems and culture, we can regulate the behaviors, including making the strategic reform consistent with concrete policies and actions as well as employee’s behaviors. Only by employing and cultivating employees who adhere to the philosophies, can we encourage them to work on the target.

**Conclusion**

While facing the fierce competition, Chinese enterprises should keep a learning attitude and become alert toward the environment changes. In addition, they should positively clear the importance of strategic reform and improve the connotation of philosophies. What’s more, they should refer to the successful cases of foreign companies and gain valuable experience from them. By taking advantage of correct theories, those enterprises should fully play the advantages of organization culture, organizational structure and leaders to weaken the factors of barriers so as to successfully implement the strategic reform. This paper divides the influential factors of strategic reform into fixed barriers and key elements. The corporate culture, organizational culture and the personal quality of leaders are key factors influencing whether the strategic reform will be successful or not; fixed barriers, inertial barriers, benefits barriers, communication barriers, philosophy barriers are fixed elements hindering the process of strategic reform. Successful enterprises are able to apply innovated enterprise culture, flexible organizational structure, and outstanding cultures to weaken the barriers so as to promote the successful implementation of strategic reform.
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